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“The greatest failure is the failure to try”. William Ward.
“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried
anything new” - Albert Einstein. “Learn something new.
Try something different. Convince yourself there are no
limits”. - Brian Tracy.
I think these are perfect mottos for quilters. My challenge to you this summer/fall is to try that new quilting
skill you have thought about - something you haven’t
tried before. Whether it’s paper piecing, landscape quilt,
Dresden plates, an art piece - something not in your normal quilting world. So start thinking about it - I’ll post
guidelines in the July newsletter.
Hopefully you have had time to make an item or ten for
the artisans market. It’s not too late.

Kerry

Sandy Gard, Vice President

Hey Quilters,
Our program by Joe Cunningham was wonderful and I think he is so much like Mr. Rogers
it makes me smile because we all know Mr. Rogers likes us just the way we are. I learned
from Joe that he doesn’t put bindings on his quilts, he puts faced bindings on. I thought
that was interesting from a judging point of view. The criteria is close to the same as a
binding but it is a little more forgiving. The facing should be invisible from the front,
stitches should be small, tight, and invisible, corners should form a true 90 degree. Faced
bindings are usually seen on art quilts, but it is acceptable on any quilt. It is always fun to
try a new technique so this may be one you would like to try. Shannon Brinkley is our next
big workshop and I really encourage you to sign up if you have not already. I have heard
Shannon speak at the modern quilt guild and she is an amazing young lady. You won’t
want to miss this opportunity to learn from her. Hope everyone is getting their quilts finished up for the upcoming show. I know I am.
Happy Quilting and Piece Out
Sandy

Tip of the Month
Yes, You Do Need to Wash Your
Fabric
1. Cotton fabric shrinks
2. Cotton can bleed
3. Cotton behaves differently after washing
...Becky Goldsmith
Piece O’ Cake

2018 Quilting Tomorrow’s Heirlooms Quilt Show
Gloria Kreuer & Sherry Bellack, Chairs
Quilt Show Update

Time continues to march on towards the show date, and we are right on
target with our preparation; this solely because of our outstanding committee chairs! Thank you for putting your talents in motion and doing
your part in making our show a success. We know we have wonderful
and talented people in our Guild, and it is time to step up and begin
planning for 2020! Please volunteer to Chair our next show. Gloria and I
would be happy to share what we have learned with you to make the
transition go smoothly. It truly has been an enjoyable time for us and
will be for you as well.
We have one more meeting in July before show time, so take June to create something for the Artisans Market and we look forward to seeing you
at the July meeting.
Gloria Kreuer and Sherry Bellack

Artisans Market News

Thank you for the beautiful items donated at the May guild meeting. Joe
Cunningham even perused the table and asked questions. If you have
something yet to donate, we’d like to have it sooner than later as we will
be pricing as much as possible in early July. If you can get them to either
myself or to Wendy before the July guild meeting, that would be
great. We will accept items at July’s meeting.
Sue and Wendy, Artisan Market

Quilt Show Entries
OMG! It is June and I have not sent in my quilt show entries. What am I going to
do. Alice is going to thump me on the head. I always have something to enter. I
am so embarrassed.
Don't have a heart attack and don't feel too embarrassed...well, maybe a little. Give
Alice a call and after she makes you feel lower than a flea's knee, I bet she will find
room for you. However, don't wait too long. She is working on the layout as you
are reading this.
Alice:

348-2233

WonderLand48@cox.net

For Sale
Quilters, sewers, knitters and crochet lovers this post is for you. The time has come to
sell Dorothy Jenny Wingfield’s items from her crafting room. She was an avid quilter and
has so many items that are barely used and new, fabric galore and so much more. Pictures
attached are of her Bernina sewing machine which will be sold with the cabinet, a cutting
table with drawers and shelves that folds on both sides, a tall sewing cabinet and shorter
drawers. Please take a look and message me if you would like to come over and take a look.
Jane Wingfield Douglass, 405-461-2792 (call or text). Click here to see video of other items.
Paid Ad

2018 EQG Program Calendar—Bonnie Bowman
Joe Cunningham, our guest in May, more than entertained us with his guitar, he inspired us with his tremendous art quilts and taught his class to create new blocks
from stitched together blocks and “rock that block”. It was a fun-filled day and evening.
Even though there is no meeting in June, there is no time like the present to be putting the finishing touches on those quilts you will be entering in the EQG Quilt Show
in August.
We will be having a stash buster’s table in July hosted by Karen Davis who will be
selling some fantastic quilt kits at “stash buster” pricing. Don’t forget to bring cash
or checkbook to take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime pricing.
June - No Meeting
July - Member Showcase - Martha Spark was previously scheduled to present her
“Quilt Documentation” lecture in February, but due to bad weather, was rescheduled to appear in July. She is a member of both EQG and MOKA and will present a slide lecture on how to complete documentation on your own quilts by illustrating with antique quilts from her own collection. Along with this wonderful
presentation, Martha will be interjecting stories about her own quilt journey.
August - Lisa Erlandson of LE Quilts will offer a lecture titled “Thanks Eli, Isaac and
Tom”. It’s a fast paced look at the 19th century in the United States. Quiltmakers
did not live in a vacuum and the improvements and inventions developed during the
19th century influenced everything from thread to fabric colors to how much time
women had to create. Lisa will be showing us quilts from the early 1800’s through
the turn of the 20th century during this program.
August Workshop - “Quilt History: From Fabric to Quilt, From then to Now” $35.00
($45 non-member) 6 hours. A look at fabrics and quilts from the early 1800s to the
1940s. Learn to recognize colors, techniques and quilting styles that will help you to
place fabrics and quilts in the right time period. Emphasis in this class will be on
seeing and touching the fabrics, quilt blocks, tops and quilts. This will be a hands-on
approach to studying quilt history. Cameras are welcome. Booklet will be provided
with a breakdown of colors, fabrics, technology and styles. Skill level: all. Supplies:
Note taking materials, pencils only. Cameras are welcome. Workshop begins at 9:00
and ends at 4:00 with a lunch break.

September - Shannon Brinkley “Scrappy Appliqué” Trunk Show -During the engaging and interactive program, Shannon will share about herself, her background, how
she began quilting, and what led her to develop her techniques and write Scrappy
Bits Appliqué. She will take everyone through the whole process (nitty-gritty details
will be saved for workshops) and provide a lot of ideas and inspiration for how these
techniques can be used. Lastly, a trunk show, where we hold up the different quilts
she brought, and discuss fabric selection, quilting decisions, etc. It is a really fun
and unique program.
September Workshop - “Scrappy Applique Menagerie” - Scrappy Applique is Shannon’s signature technique and makes for a really fun workshop. Scrappy Applique is
her raw-edge applique technique that is fun and approachable for beginners and experienced quilters alike. Check out the blog post I wrote about my in person Scrappy Appliqué Workshops (includes some prep instructions for students attending).
Workshop fees for Members is $30 and $45 for non-members.
October - Studio Art Quilt Association - Presentation regarding the organization. Cindy Parry and Cindy Rendzel will be sharing a rare opportunity to see about
50 pieces of the members’ art.
November - Tentative - Meg Callahan of M Callahan Studio, a native Edmond Quilt
Artist and designer will discuss her art and show examples of her work.
December - EQG Christmas Celebration
Please review the EQG Workshop Guidelines on the EQG Links webpage and on page 4 of this newsletter prior to signing up for a workshop.
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Loving Touch
Marsha Bennett and Peggy Mayer, Co-Chairs

Ladies
I'm sure there are a lot of you that are enjoying this heat. I personally am ready
for winter again. It is really hot at the extra storage.
We have more donation fabric and it is really pretty. Not too much children's, but
will make beautiful placemats. At July's meeting I will have a lot of placemat kits
and hopefully quite a few complete quilt kits. Its only taken me 5 months to figure out exactly what you want in your kits, along with the help of some of my regular Sit and Sew people. Really neat ladies and I appreciate them taking me under
their wing.
I spoke with the fire dept., the police dept., Hope, Integris and OUMC today about
donation quilts. The fire dept., police dept., and Hope will take more donation
quilts. Integris and OUMC are not quite ready. I was told today that Integris has
decided they are going to use their quilts for their preemies. The 48" x 48" will be
fine with them. They also mentioned the newborn hats. I told them I would remind you again if there is someone who likes to make them. OUMC is getting
ready to move to a new building so they ask me to give them 2 months to get
moved and situated before I bring more quilts. I'm sure they will take any size,
but they mentioned more the twin size so it will cover a twin bed. When I finish delivering the quilts I have this Thursday, I will have all of our finished quilts and
placemats delivered..
When Peggy gets back we will go through the extra storage and share a lot of the
fabric we have there. It has been mentioned that, that needs to be done and we
had decided that we were going to take care of that when she gets back before she
left.
There is no Sit and Sew this month. The next Sit and Sew will be July 19, 10:00 3:00 in our Guild meeting room unless there is a problem with the church, they
may need the room. I will have Dottie send out a Blast if that happens. I have cut
up a ton of strips to do rail fence blocks. Just a scrappy block no matching colors
or patterns and they have turned out really cute.
Enjoy your June break, but keep on doing what you do best, Quilting.
See you in July,
Marsha and Peggy
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Tuck A Buck!
At the September meeting, Sherry
introduced members to the “Tuck a
Buck” program. This is like a savings
account with a different approach!
The idea is two-fold: 1) we support
our vendors at the quilt show and
2) we get to enjoy spending the money
on quilting without feeling guilty!
So Tuck a Buck each day, week, or
better yet, reward yourself each time
you finish a project.

Scrappy Quilts

New Quilting Group(s)
As our quilt guild continues to grow, new members may find that they would like to join or
start a sewing/quilting group. These groups become quilt instructors, supporters, and BFFs!
If you are interested, please read this document written by our own Alice Kellogg on what to
consider when starting a group. If you have any questions, please contact one of the board
members or Sherry Bellack.
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Sooner Quilts
Quilting Supplies & Custom Longarm Quilting
JANOME

Michelle Schroeder
7821 S Sooner Rd
Guthrie, OK 73044

405.282.2070
www.SoonerQuilts.com

